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Abstract

The structure of the free volume and its temperature dependence between, at maximum 133 and 503 K of copolymers of styrene with

maleic-anhydride, SMA (0–35 mol% MA), is studied by pressure–volume–temperature (PVT) experiments and positron annihilation

lifetime spectroscopy (PALS). In this second part of the work, PALS data are reported from which the temperature dependence of the mean

size and size distribution of local free volumes (subnanometer size holes) is analysed. The mean hole volume, nh, varies in PS between 80 Å3

(133 K) and 212 Å3 (503 K) and shows a systematic decrease with increasing MA content for a given temperature above Tg. The specific

number of holes, Nh
0, estimated from a comparison of PVT and PALS results, increases slightly with MA content from Nh

0Z(0.60G0.02)!
1021 gK1 to Nh

0Z(0.70G0.02)!1021 gK1 which corresponds to Nh(Tg)ZNh
0/VgZ0.62–0.82 nmK3 (Vg is the material’s specific volume at

Tg) and 1/Nh(Tg)Z1.6–1.2 nm3 for the volume which contains one hole. The analysed size distributions of the holes above Tg follow the

compressibility of the free volume as it is predicted by the theory of thermal volume fluctuation. We also comment on the connection between

the hole size as measured by PALS and the size of a cluster of randomly distributed unoccupied cells as defined by the Simha–Somcynsky

theory.

q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper is the second part of a work, which consists of

two papers (see Ref. [1] for paper I). The aim of our research

is to characterize the microstructure of the free volume in a

series of copolymers of styrene with maleic anhydride,

SMA (0–35 mol% MA). We use positron annihilation

lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) [2–4], a method which can

measure the mean size and size distribution of subnano-

metre-size local free volume [2–7], and pressure–volume–

temperature (PVT) experiments [8]. In the first part of this

work [1], we reported on PVT experiments which were

analysed using the Simha–Somcynsky equation of state (S–

S eos) [9,10], a lattice-hole theory which describes the
0032-3861/$ - see front matter q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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structural disorder in an amorphous material by a lattice

with a fraction, h, of unoccupied cells. From this analysis

the temperature and pressure dependence of the specific

occupied, VoccZ(1Kh)V, and free volume, VfZhV, their

isobaric thermal expansivities and their isothermal com-

pressibilities have been determined.

In this part of the work, we focus on the results from the

PALS experiments. By comparing the results from this

method with the free volume as determined via the S–S eos

we calculate the number density of free volume holes. To

analyse the positron lifetime spectra we used the new

routine, called LT, in its latest version 9.0 [11,12]. This is a

non-linear least-squares fitting routine which allows both

discrete and log-normally distributed annihilation rates lZ
1/t. From these distributions, the mean size and the size

distribution of free volume holes can be calculated. We

will compare the analysed hole size distribution in relation

to theoretical models describing the thermal volume
Polymer 46 (2005) 869–876
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fluctuation. We will show that there are clear changes in the

free volume parameters with the composition of the SMA

copolymers.
2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Samples

The polystyrene (PS) free of any additives was kindly

provided by the BASF AG. The poly(styrene-co-maleic

anhydride)s (SMA) SMA12 and SMA15 are commercial

grade products of Arco Chemicals, while the SMA25,

SMA31 and SMA35 were kindly supplied by DSM

Research. The products were characterized in part I of our

work [1], Table 1 shows the composition and the glass

transition temperature, Tg, from differential scanning

calometry (DSC). The content of the maleic anhydride

units in the polymers was calculated from the sequence

distribution of the triads, which was determined from the

methylene 13C NMR subspectra [13].
2.2. PALS experiments

The PALS measurements were carried out using a fast–

fast coincidence system [2–4] with a time resolution of

260 ps and a channel width of 50 ps. Two identical samples

of 1.5 mm thickness were sandwiched around a 1!106 Bq

positron source: 22NaCl, deposited between two 8 mm thick

Kapton foils. To prevent sticking of the source to the

samples at higher temperatures, each sample was covered

with an additional foil of 8 mm thick Kapton. Source

corrections and time resolution (a sum of three Gaussians)

were determined by measuring a defect-free aluminum

reference. The temperature of the samples, placed in a

vacuum chamber was varied, at maximum between 133 and

503 K, in steps of 10 K with an uncertainty of G1 K. For

some of the samples the heating scan was followed by a
Table 1

Parameters of SMA copolymers – see text for explanations

G PS SMA12

Mol% MA 0 11.8

Tg
a (K) 2 377 391

Tg
b (K) 3 372 377

Vfg
c (cm3 gK1) 0.002 0.0692 0.0668

hg
c 0.002 0.0716 0.0707

nhg (Å3) 8 114.9 108.3

ehg (Å3 KK1) 0.02 0.221 0.154

ehr (Å3 KK1) 0.06 1.021 0.91

dV/dnh, TOTg!(1021 gK1) 0.04 0.61 0.62

dVf/dnh!(1021 gK1 0.04 0.60 0.61

Vf0 (cm3 gK1) 0.002 0.002 K0.004

Nhg (nmK3) 0.02 0.62 0.65

a From DSC.
b From PALS.
c From PVT, Part I [1].
cooling scan in steps of 10 K down to 293 K. Since we

observed no hysteresis in the lifetimes, we will not discuss

these results.

Each lifetime spectrum contained w106 coincidence

counts. We initially used the conventional analysis of

lifetime spectra which decomposes the lifetime spectrum

into three discrete exponentials sðtÞZSðIi=tiÞexpðKt=tiÞ,

SIiZ1, iZ1, 2, 3. The routine LT9.0 [11,12] in its discrete

mode performs a non-linear least-squares fit to determine

the (mean or characteristic) lifetimes ti of the annihilation

channels, their intensities Ii, the time zero of the spectrum

and the background count of the spectrum. The three

lifetimes are attributed to annihilation of the para state of

positronium (a bound electron–positron state) (p-Ps,

t1w160 ps), free (not Ps) positrons (t2w370–450 ps), and

the ortho state of positronium (o-Ps, t3Z1.5–4 ns) [2–4]. In

vacuum o-Ps has a mean lifetime of 142 ns but this is

reduced in amorphous polymers to the value quoted by the

positron annihilating with an electron other than its bound

partner and of opposite spin (pick-off annihilation).

In amorphous polymers, Ps annihilates from within the

small local free volumes (holes) that form the (excess) free

volume (Anderson localization [14]). It is either formed in

these holes or if not, diffuses there with a mean path length

of w1 nm [15]. The o-Ps lifetime depends on the size of the

hole within which it annihilates, via the well known formula

relating the pick-off lifetime (t3Ztpo) to the radius of the

hole, rh

tpo Z 0:5 ns 1K
rh

rh Cdr
C

1

2p
sinð

2prh

rh Cdr
Þ

� �K1

(1)

This formula comes from a simple model incorporating

quantum mechanical and empirical arguments [16–18]. The

factor of 0.5 ns is the inverse of the spin-averaged Ps

annihilation rate, drZ1.66 Å represents the extent of the

penetration of the Ps-wavefunction into the walls of the hole

[17,18]. Typical o-Ps lifetimes in amorphous polymers are

in the ns-range, but as we expect a distribution of hole sizes
SMA15 SMA25 SMA31 SMA35

14.5 25.3 30.9 34.7

403 426 439 449

396 431 427 437

0.0735 0.0727 0.0726 0.0744

0.0792 0.0815 0.0831 0.0867

117.1 121.9 109 96.7

0.171 0.197 0.082 0.116

0.864 0.861 0.652 0.751

0.69 0.57 0.66 0.65

0.64 0.67 0.65 0.70

K0.004 0.004 K0.015 K0.002

0.69 0.75 0.75 0.82
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and shapes it seems reasonable to expect a distribution of

lifetimes [19,20]. In its distribution mode, LT can allow a

user-defined number of the annihilation rates (li, liZ1/ti) to

follow a log-normal distribution. The fit of these functions

to the spectra provides the annihilation parameters ti and Ii,

as well as the width of the corresponding distribution

(standard deviation si of the lifetime ti). In the final fits, we

assumed that only the o-Ps lifetimes are distributed and

constrained the first lifetime to its average value of 160 ps

[3].

We observed that for PS I3 showed an almost

monotonous increase from 34% at 130 K to I3Z44% at

470 K (not shown). The SMA copolymers exhibit similar

behavior, but with systematically lower values of I3 with

increasing MA content. In the SMA35 copolymer, for

example, I3Z17% at 300 K. I3 mirrors the Ps yield [3], its

reductions can be attributed to inhibition of Ps formation by

MA comonomer units which are expected to act as

scavengers for excess electrons [21,22]. Since I3 is not

solely dependent on free volume [23,24] it is not discussed

here.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Local free volume from PALS

The hole volume nh calculated from t3 via Eq. (1) and

nhZ4prh
3/3 is shown in Fig. 1. For PS the hole volume

varies from nhZ80 (G2) Å3 (rhZ2.67 Å) at 133 K to nhZ
212 (G2) Å3 (rhZ3.69 Å) at 473 K with a distinct increase

in the slope around the Tg of each SMA copolymer. The

standard deviation of the hole size distribution, svh, varies in

a similar way to the mean hole size, increasing (again for

PS) from 25 Å3 at 133 K to 70 Å3 at 473 K. Full details of

the calculation of svh are given later in this paper. At low

temperatures, o-Ps is trapped in local free volumes within

the glassy matrix and t3, and hence nh, show the mean size

of static holes. The averaging occurs over the hole sizes and

shapes. The slight increase of nh with temperature mirrors
Fig. 1. Mean hole volume nh (from PALS) vs. temperature, T, for SMA

copolymers.
the thermal expansion of free volume in the glass due to the

anharmonicity of molecular vibrations and local motions in

the vicinity of the holes. In the rubbery phase, TOTg, the

molecular and segmental motions increase rapidly resulting

in a steep rise in the hole size with temperature. Now nh

represents an average value of the local free volumes whose

size and shape fluctuate in space and time, provided the

timescale of a typical segmental relaxation is greater than

the mean o-Ps lifetime.

The Tgs estimated from the PALS data are in agreement

with those obtained from the PVT data (Part I) and are

somewhat smaller than those from DSC (Table 1). The

mean hole volume at Tg, nhg, varies between 97 and 115 (G
5) Å3 with a mean of 111 Å3. Shrithawapong et al. [25] have

observed nhg values increasing from w70 to w140 Å3 when

the Tg of the polymer increases from 200 to 400 K. Such an

increase is not clearly detected in our copolymers. With

increasing MA content the thermal expansivites ehgZdnh/

dT (T!Tg) and ehrZdnh/dT (TOTg) decrease from ehgZ
0.22 Å3 KK1 to ehgZ0.11 Å3 KK1 in the glassy state and

from ehrZ1.02 Å3 KK1 to ehrZ0.75 Å3 KK1 in the rubbery

state.
3.2. Relations between specific total and free volume and

hole size

The number of holes per mass unit, Nh
0, may be

estimated from one of the following relations [26] (see

also Refs. [22,25,27–34]),

V ZVocc CVf0 CN 0
hvh; (2)

Vf Z ðhVÞZVf0 CN 0
hvh; (3)

here, the free volume is expressed by Nh
0nh, the term Vf0

may count for a possible deviation of the mean hole volume

nh estimated from the o-Ps lifetime t3 from the true mean

hole volume [30,33], ntrue
h ,

nh Z nPALS
h Z ntrue

h Knh0; (4)

nhZnPALS
h may be smaller than ntrue

h (nh0O0) since the

volume of stretched holes is underestimated by Eq. (1) [35–

38]. It might also be larger than the true average of the hole

size distribution (nh0!0) because of a lower detection

threshold [37] and a possible preference of larger holes [39,

40]. Both of these effects act in different directions and it is

unclear which the dominant effect is. We assume that nh0 is

constant and not affected by the value of nh which means

that Nh
0 is not affected either (Vf0ZNh

0nh0). In principle, all

the other values in Eqs. (2) and (3) may vary.

Fig. 2 shows the specific volume, V, and Fig. 3 the

specific free volume VfZhV, each plotted as a function of

nh. The straight lines are due to linear fits of Eqs. (2) and (3)

to the data in the temperature range of TOTg. One observes

that both V and Vf follow linear functions above Tg with

slopes that show little variation as a function of the



Fig. 2. Specific volume, V, vs. mean hole volume, nh, for SMA copolymers.

Symbols as in Fig. 1, filled, above Tg; empty, below Tg.
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composition of the SMA copolymer. The Vf data follow

almost the same linear functions below Tg as above (Fig. 3).

From this we may conclude that the hole number per mass

unit, Nh
0, is constant throughout the entire range of

temperatures: it is independent of the temperature in the

rubbery state and freezes in below Tg. The intersection of

the fitted straight line with the y-axis, Vf0, is almost zero. We

may conclude from this that the hole volume, nh, calculated

from t3 is a true representation of the mean hole size.

We note that in the case of the specific volume curves

(Fig. 2) the values below Tg are always lower than predicted

by extrapolation of the lines obtained from a linear fit above

Tg. This deviation is due to the abrupt decrease in the

coefficient of thermal expansion of the occupied volume at

Tg. These results confirm this surprising effect, which was

observed in the analysis of PVT data with S–S eos and

discussed in detail in part I [1].

Linear V vs. nh plots are typically observed in the

literature above Tg and it is conventionally concluded from

this that Vocc and Nh
0 are not functions of the temperature

[25,32]. This conclusion is, however, not cogent. A linear

behavior from which the constancy of Nh
0 can be concluded

appears also if both Vocc and nh vary linearly with the
Fig. 3. Specific free volume, Vf, vs. mean hole volume, nh, for SMA

copolymers. Symbols as in Fig. 1, filled, above Tg; empty, below Tg. Plots

are shifted with increasing amount of MA away from PS to aid clear

viewing, i.e. MA12ZC0.01 cm3 gK1, MA35ZC0.05 cm3 gK1.
temperature T. Assuming this, one may estimate Nh
0 from

the following equations obtained by differentiation of Eq.

(2) and assuming a constant Nh
0:

N 0
h Z dV=dnh KdVocc=dnh Z ðEr KEocc;rÞ=ehr; (5)

or of Eq. (3)

N 0
h Z dVf =dnh ZEfr=ehr; (6)

where ErZdV/dT, Eocc,rZdVocc/dT and EfrZdVf/dT, all at

TOTg, are the expansivities of the total, occupied and free

specific volume above Tg. As Table 1 shows, the values of

dV/dnh are slightly larger than dVf/dnh (TOTg). This shows

that for TOTg the effect of thermal expansion of the

occupied volume on the estimation of Nh
0 is small, Eocc,r/

Er. For PS we estimated a value of Nhg
0Z(0.60G0.04)!

1021 gK1 which may be compared with the literature values

of 0.62 [28] and 0.8 [32] given in the same units. We can use

the hole numbers per mass unit and the specific volume of

the polymer to give the corresponding volume related hole

number density, Nh(T)ZNh
0/V(T). These values calculated

for Tg vary between Nh(Tg)ZNhgZ0.62 and 0.82 nmK3

(Table 1).

The constancy of the hole density, Nh
0, is an interesting

result and confirms similar conclusions from other authors

[25–33]. It means that all of the segmental motion above Tg,

which can be pictured as the re-arrangement, creation and

destruction of free volume holes, is mirrored in the mean

size (and size distribution) of the holes but not their mean

number density. This is revealed in experiments where

properties that depend on polymer dynamics such as

viscosity [41] and the diffusion of small guest molecules

(gases [42,43] and ions [44,45]) are measured and show a

clear relationship to the hole size detected by PALS.

At this point, we would like to draw the reader’s attention

to the following problem. In Eqs. (5) and (6), we have

assumed, as has been done previously [26,33,34], that the

mass-related hole density is independent of temperature.

This seems reasonable to us, since the mass is temperature

invariant. In the literature the hole fraction, h, from the S–S

eos analysis is frequently plotted vs. the hole volume [27–

30]. From the linearity of these plots the constancy of the

volume related number density of holes, Nh, hZNhnh, has

been concluded. We have found that a plot of h vs. nh cannot

resolve this question except for the observation that the y-

axis is crossed at a value further from zero than in the Vf vs.

nh plot, h0Z0.01 compared with Vf0Z0.002 (Table 1) for

PS. The following way of comparing h with nh, which was

used previously for estimating the hole number [28,30]

seems useful to answer this question. In a plot of h vs.

temperature, the experimental data of the hole fraction h are

fitted by the relation h(T)ZBnh(T) where B is a fitting

constant. We have determined BZ0.58 nmK3 by minimiz-

ation of the variance of the fit over the whole range of

temperatures. As Fig. 4 shows there are systematic

deviations of the fitted curve from the experiments which
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were also observed by Schmidt and Maurer [30] for

poly(methyl methacrylate). The fitted curve has a larger

slope than the experimental data. We observed that the

excess slope corresponds just to the temperature depen-

dence of V. When multiplying h(T)ZBnh(T) with V(T) one

obtains Vf(T)Zh(T)V(T)Z(BV)nhZB 0nh(T). A fit of the

specific free volume data Vf vs. nh delivers B 0Z0.60!
1021 gK1 and a variance of the fit five times better than in the

former case. As can be observed in Fig. 4 the systematic

deviation of the fitted data from experiments has dis-

appeared. This shows that the mass-related hole density

(Nh
0ZB 0) is independent of temperature.
3.3. Local free volume distribution

Next, we compare the hole volume distribution calcu-

lated from the distribution of the o-Ps lifetime with the

theory of thermal fluctuation [46,47]. We define the root-

mean-square fluctuation in the fractional free volume by

dfrms Z ðhdV2
f i=hV i2Þ1=2; (7)

where hdV2
f iZ hðVfK hVf iÞ

2i is the variance of the specific

free volume fluctuation. Assuming that the thermal

fluctuations in the hole density Nh
0 can be neglected in

comparison with nh, then dfrms can be expressed by

dfrms Z ðhN 0
hi=hV iÞhdn2

hi
1=2 Z hNhihdn

2
hi

1=2; (8)

where hdn2
hiZ hðnhK hnhiÞ

2i, the variance of the hole size

distribution, we have calculated as the second moment of

the number weighted hole size distribution, gn(nh). gn(nh) is

given by gn(nh)Zg(nh)/nh and the volume weighted hole

size distribution, g(nh), is calculated from the hole radius

distribution, n(rh), via gðnhÞZnðrhÞ=4pr2
h. n(rh) follows

from the o-Ps annihilation rate distribution, a(l), assumed in

LT9.0 to be a log normal function, nðrhÞZKaðlÞdl3=drh

(see Refs. [19,20]).

We have plotted the PALS-measured values of dfrms as a
Fig. 4. The hole free volume fraction h and the specific free volume VfZhV

derived from PVT experiments with the S–S eos (empty symbols) in

comparison with PALS data (filled symbols) obtained by fitting Nhnh to h

and Nh
0nh to Vf assuming either a constant volume related hole density, Nh

(hZNhnh, squares), or a constant mass related hole density Nh
0(VfZNh’nh,

circles).
function of temperature for PS in Fig. 5. The value of svhZ
dnh;rmsZ ðhdn2

hiÞ
0:5 increases almost linearly in PS from

30 Å3 at room temperature to 35 Å3 at Tg and further to

70 Å3 at 473 K. Similar values are observed for the SMA

copolymers. We found no systematic variation of dvh,rms as

a function of the copolymer composition. As can be seen in

Fig. 5, dfrms shows typical glass transition behaviour.

Although the scatter is large, one observes a flat increase

below Tg, and a stronger one above. As mentioned

previously, in thermal equilibrium the spatial fluctuations

of the free volume are identical with the time fluctuation.

PALS detects these fluctuations provided that the relaxation

times for segmental motion are larger than the o-Ps lifetime

of 2–3 ns. Below Tg most of the fluctuations are ‘frozen-in’

and quasi-static.

Following conventional thermodynamics [46,47] the mean

square fluctuation of the volume V about its mean value!VO
at equilibrium is related to the second derivative of the

Helmholtz free energy F via hdV2iZKkBT=ðd2F=dV2ÞhV i.

With ðd2F=dV2ÞhV iZKðdP=dVÞhV i and assuming that the

fluctuation in the free and occupied volume are independent,

hdV2iZ hdV2
f iC hdV2

occi, one obtains for the root-mean-square

fluctuation in the fractional free volume

dfrms Z ðkBTkf hVf i=hVi
2
Þ1=2 Z ðkBTk�f =hViÞ1=2 (9)

where kfZK½1=Vf�½dVf =dP�T is the isothermal compressi-

bility of the free volume and k�f ðTÞZK½1=V�½dVf =dP�T is the

fractional compressibility of the free volume; these values

were discussed in Part I [1].

Thermal fluctuations are considered in a sub-volume hVi

embedded in, and being in thermodynamic contact with, a

much larger volume. While hdV2
f i=hVi is independent of the

chosen sub-volume, hdV2
f i is not and hVi must be chosen as

the volume in which the fluctuations are desired. Robertson

[46] considered this question as follows. For vinyl-type

polymers, a chain segment of roughly four backbone carbon

atoms, or two monomer units, plus 12 nearest neighbours of

like size is expected to constitute a segmental rearrangement
Fig. 5. Distribution of free volume as determined by PALS and Eq. 8 (filled

squares), thermodynamic fluctuation theory (Eq. 9, open circles) and

Robertson’s modification of S–S theory (Eq. 10, open triangles) for PS.
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cell. This would yield 26 chemical repeating units, which

occupy at Tg a volume of 4.3 nm3.

We point out that the subvolume hVi in Eq. (9) and the

concept of a co-operative rearranging region (CRR) from

theories of dynamic heterogeneity of glass forming liquids

share similar characteristics, with the latter having been

estimated, by time modulated- and conventional- differen-

tial scanning calorimetry, to have a size of 1–10 nm3 [48,49]

at Tg. Domains of similar size were detected in nuclear

magnetic resonance experiments by Spiess and collabor-

ators [50]. Possibly, the hole detected by o-Ps may be

considered as the inner part of the CRR (the Glarum–Levey

defect [49]), and the volume of material containing one

hole, 1/Nh, can be identified with a CRR.

If one plots df 2
rms, as defined by PALS experiments via

Eq. (8), against (kBTkf*) then, according to Eq. (9), the

gradient will be equal to 1/hVi. The fitting is only performed

above Tg as Eq. (9) is derived assuming equilibrium. For PS

the fits delivered a value of hViZ2.06 (G0.2) nm3 which is

equivalent to 12 chemical repeat units. We found similar

values for the SMA copolymers. This value is quite close to

1/NhgZ1.6 nm3.

The calculations from Eq. (9), as shown in Fig. 5 show a

clear step in dfrms at Tg to distinctly lower values and a

further decrease with decreasing temperature which differs

from the behaviour observed by PALS. This step is due to

the step in the compressibility (see Part I [1]). A similar

effect was observed when comparing electron density

fluctuations studied by small angle X-ray scattering with

this theory [51,52]. The reason for the deviation between

dfrms as determined from PALS and Eq. (9) is that the latter

only describes the dynamic contribution to the disorder

whereas PALS detects both dynamic and static contri-

butions, with a quasi-static, or ‘frozen-in’, disorder clearly

being important below Tg.

In the next step, we follow Robertson [46], who used the

relation hdh2iZKkBT =ðd2F=dy2Þhyi together with the Helm-

holtz free energy F as given in the S–S eos, FZF(V,T,y), to

calculate the fluctuation in the fractional free volume (or

hole fraction), h, to be

hdh2iZ
1

Ns

!
1
y2 1C 2

y
lnð1KyÞC 1

1Ky

h i
C 1

3
ð21=2y ~VÞ2=3Cð8=3Þyð21=2y ~VÞ1=3C3y2

y2½ð21=2y ~VÞ1=3Ky�2

C 1
3y ~T

½6:0066ðy ~VÞK4 K2:409ðy ~VÞK2�

8<
:

9=
;

K1

(10)

Here, yZ1Kh, ~VZV=V� and ~TZT=T* where V* and T*

are the scaling volume and temperature. The theoretical

background of these values and their determination from

PVT experiments were discussed in detail in Part I [1]. As

before, values of 1/s Z0 and s/3c Z1 have been assumed

(see Part I [1]). Ns (ZNs) is the number of lattice cells,

defined according to the Simha–Somcynsky theory, in the

sub-volume in which the fluctuations are desired. A
comparison of this model with PALS results has been

done previously by Liu et al. [20]. Eq. (10) is derived under

the general assumption of equilibrium, however, the specific

assumption that the free energy is a minimum, has not been

made. Therefore, Eq. (10) is expected to be valid not only

above Tg, but also below, when being not too far from

equilibrium [46]. If one assumes a fluctuation volume

defined as hViZ1/Nh from the PALS data and then state that

NsZhVi/u, where u (Z61 Å3) is the volume of a lattice cell

defined in Part I, a value of NsZ27 is reached. Ns can be

interpreted as the cooperativity, that is the number of

‘particles’ i.e. cells per CRR as defined by Adam and Gibbs.

The value of 27 reached here corresponds very well with

estimates of 12–36 previously published by Beiner et al.

[53] for a series of poly(alkyl methacrylates). These

estimates were reached in the framework of a fluctuation

approach to the glass transition introduced by Donth [49].

Fig. 5 shows that the variation of dhrmsZ(hdh2i)0.5 with

temperature below Tg is similar to that measured by PALS.

Above Tg, however, there is a marked difference which is

consistent with the values calculated using Robertson’s

method being unable to describe the sudden increase in

dynamic contributions to the free volume distribution. We

notice that the definition of dhZhK hhiZVf =VK hVf i=hVi

deviates from our definition of df, df ZVf =hV iK hVf i=hVi,

which leads to a damping in the increase of dh, but is

not sufficient to explain the discrepancy to the PALS

experiments.

Simha and Somcynsky’s theory describes a negligible

variation of cell size whereas PALS detects a strong

variation, particularly above Tg, in free volume hole size.

Some authors attempt to overcome this by identifying the

holes probed by o-Ps as a cluster of empty cells, described

by the S–S theory, with varying numbers of cells i in each

cluster. Vleeshouwers et al. [54] performed Monte Carlo

simulations to obtain the cluster size distribution as a

function of the hole fraction h(T). The MC results were

represented empirically by a decreasing exponential-like

function describing the probability of a cell being in a

cluster of i cells.

In calculating the cluster size distribution it is assumed

that the probability of a cell being unoccupied is

independent of the cells around it, and is, therefore, equal

to the unoccupied fraction. This probability is the only input

in calculating the cluster size distribution and it is, therefore,

a purely statistical construct: the size of the cells is not

required explicitly at this point and there are no material-

specific inputs. In our analysis, we expect that the

distribution in the cluster size will be affected by

fluctuations in the fractional free volume and, therefore,

attempt to account for this in the following way.
†
 We assume a Gaussian distribution of free volume

fraction R(h, hdh2i0.5) (normalised to have total area Z1)

where hZhhi calculated from the S–S eos (see paper I for
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details [1]) and hdh2i0.5 from Robertson’s theory (see

above).
†
 At each point, h, along this Gaussian distribution we

calculate the Vleeshouwers cluster size distribution

D(i,h).
†

Fig. 6. Mean hole volume from PALS nh vs. the mean number of cells per

cluster, calculated following Vleesehouwer’s method for PS. Squares,
We then calculate the volume fraction of each cluster

size, i, which is equal to the probability, P(i), of a given

infinitesimal volume being part of a cluster of size i. For

this we use the following equation:

PðiÞZ
X

h

Rðh; hdh2i0:5ÞDði; hÞP
i Dði; hÞ

" #
(11)
hPiiZvolume average (Eq. 12). Circles, hNiiZnumber average (Eq. 13).
†
 The volume average cluster size is then calculated using

Eq. (12).

hPiiZ

P
i i PðiÞP
i PðiÞ

(12)
†

Fig. 7. Cell size, ui, as determined by Vleeshouwers theory, and intercept of

a plot of mean hole volume vs. mean number of cells per cluster, hPii, (see

Fig. 6), as a function of MA content for the full series of SMA copolymers.
We then use P(i) to calculate the number average cluster

size:

hNiiZ

P
i PðiÞP
i

PðiÞ
i

(13)

Resulting plots of the two differing average cluster sizes

against the mean hole size as measured by PALS were found

to be fitted well by a straight line. The parameters of this

straight line, however, depend on whether it is the volume,

hPii, or number, hNii, average cell cluster size considered and

these shall be dealt with separately. Intuitively, one might

think that the number average cluster size is appropriate for

comparisons with PALS results, nhZhNiiui, where ui can be

calculated using this equation to be the size of the

unoccupied lattice cells constituting the clusters, taken to

be equivalent to the S–S cell size, u, calculated in part I [1].

When nh is plotted against hNii, however (Fig. 6 for PS), the

straight line has a gradient varying between 126 Å3 (PS) and

90 Å3 (PS-co-MA(35%)) and a constant positive intercept

with an average of 0.64 cells on the hNii-axis, whereas a

good fit of the above equation should go through the origin.

Alternatively, if the volume average cell size hPii is taken

then a plot of nh vs. hPii results in a straight line through the

origin as shown in Fig. 6. This is consistent with a

relationship of the type nhZhPiiui where ui is the size of a

single cell which, for polystyrene, we find to be 41 Å3.The

values for the other materials are shown in Fig. 7. These are

of the same order of magnitude, but consistently lower than

the cell volumes calculated directly using the characteristic

scaling parameters, reported in part I [1] to be constant at

61 Å3 for the entire series. One of the interesting aspects at
this juncture is the fact that in calculating the mean cluster

size it is the volume- and not number-average cluster size

which results in a fit passing through the origin and,

therefore, supports the principle of clusters of S–S cells

being sampled by positrons. One possible conclusion to be

drawn from this is that the positrons sample free volume in a

similar volume- and not number-average manner. A similar

conclusion has been suggested by some of us in a previous

paper [55].
4. Conclusions

The free volume, as determined by PALS and PVT

experiments, gets less as the MA content increases in a

series of SMA random copolymers. For the hole size,

measured by PALS this is particularly pronounced above Tg,

where there is also a decrease in hole size expansivity with

increasing MA content: 1.02–0.75 Å3 KK1 (G0.06) as MA

content increases from 0 to 35%. This is indicative of the

rigid MA monomeric units stiffening the polymer chains, an

effect which is also seen in the increase of Tg from 372 (0%

MA) to 437 K (35% MA). The number of holes per unit
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mass is found to vary between 0.60 and 0.70 (G0.04)!
1021 gK1 and be constant with temperature above Tg, this

corresponds to a volume density of between 0.62 and 0.82

(G0.04) nmK3. The width of the free volume distribution

compares favourably with fluctuations in free volume due to

thermal effects and leads to a typical volume of 2.06 nm3

within which these fluctuations take place. This is similar to

the volume of a CRR. Clusters of unoccupied S–S cells at Tg

are found to consist of typically 1.6 and 2.9 cells, taking the

number and volume average, respectively. By comparing

the sizes of the clusters with mean hole volumes from PALS

data further evidence has been discovered that the positrons

may sample holes in a volume average- and not number

average-way.
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